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Abstract Understanding how sediment moves along source to sink pathways through watersheds—from
hillslopes to channels and in and out of floodplains—is a fundamental problem in geomorphology. We
contribute to advancing this understanding by modeling the transport and in-channel storage dynamics of
bedmaterial sediment on a river network over a 600 year time period. Specifically, we present spatiotemporal
changes in bed sediment thickness along an entire river network to elucidate how river networks organize
and process sediment supply. We apply our model to sand transport in the agricultural Greater Blue Earth
River Basin in Minnesota. By casting the arrival of sediment to links of the network as a Poisson process, we
derive analytically (under supply-limited conditions) the time-averaged probability distribution function of
bed sediment thickness for each link of the river network for any spatial distribution of inputs. Under
transport-limited conditions, the analytical assumptions of the Poisson arrival process are violated (due to
in-channel storage dynamics) where we find large fluctuations and periodicity in the time series of bed
sediment thickness. The time series of bed sediment thickness is the result of dynamics on a network in
propagating, altering, and amalgamating sediment inputs in sometimes unexpected ways. One key insight
gleaned from the model is that there can be a small fraction of reaches with relatively low-transport capacity
within a nonequilibrium river network acting as “bottlenecks” that control sediment to downstream reaches,
whereby fluctuations in bed elevation can dissociate from signals in sediment supply.

1. Introduction

Erosion of near-channel sediment sources now dominates the sediment load in many agricultural landscapes
[Belmont et al., 2011; Massoudieh et al., 2013; Kronvang et al., 2013; Neal and Anders, 2015]. This finding
comes from a number of studies employing a variety of approaches including bed load and suspended
load monitoring, setting bank-erosion pins, aerial photograph analysis, and sediment fingerprinting. Also,
this finding has been observed in a wide range of environments including the rapidly incising Le Sueur
River in southern Minnesota (2880 km2, 78% of basin in agriculture, and 70% of sediment supply from
near-channel erosion of bluffs, banks, and ravines) [Belmont et al., 2011], the legacy-sediment laden Mill
Stream, a tributary of the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland (32 km2, 74% agriculture, and 83–99% of sediment
supply from bank erosion) [Massoudieh et al., 2013], the River Odense in Denmark (486 km2, 71% agricul-
ture, and 90–94% of sediment supply from bank erosion) [Kronvang et al., 2013], and Wildcat Slough in
central Illinois (61 km2, 99% agriculture, and 40–65% of sediment supply from bank erosion) [Neal and
Anders, 2015]. The finding that near-channel sediment sources often dominate may be surprising as sedi-
ment generated in agricultural landscapes has historically been primarily sourced from upland fields
[Trimble, 1981, 1983; Belmont et al., 2011]. At least in the Le Sueur River Basin, an expansion and intensifica-
tion of agricultural drainage has both decreased surface runoff and erosion and increased crop yields but at
the expense of delivering more water to ditches, streams, and rivers than in the past, resulting in amplified
streamflows and more erosive rivers [Blann et al., 2009; Belmont et al., 2011; Schottler et al., 2014; Foufoula-
Georgiou et al., 2015].
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As near-channel sediment sources become increasingly recognized as dominant in modern agricultural
landscapes, the modeling frameworks used to simulate sediment transport at the watershed scale must also
undergo a shift. Watershed-scale, sediment-transport models applied to agricultural landscapes have
conventionally assumed that upland soil erosion is the dominant sediment source. Such models estimate
upland soil erosion using the universal soil loss equation [Renard et al., 1997] and apply a sediment-delivery
ratio to estimate watershed sediment yield (e.g., HSPF [see Shenk and Linker, 2013] and SWAT [see Gassman
et al., 2007]). While efforts have been made to incorporate near-channel sediment sources into these models,
representation of sediment-transport processes remains nascent.

However, a few network-based modeling frameworks exist that can easily incorporate near-channel
sediment sources [Benda and Dunne, 1997a; Jacobson and Gran, 1999; Wilkinson et al., 2006; Czuba and
Foufoula-Georgiou, 2014, 2015; Schmitt et al., 2016; Gran and Czuba, 2017]. The seminal work is that of
Benda and Dunne [1997a] where stochastically forced sediment inputs were routed through a 215 km2 river
network in the Oregon Coast Range via a sediment mass-balance approach. Distributed inputs to their
network model included (1) landslides, debris flows, and fluvial scour from bedrock hollows in first- and
second-order channels; (2) soil creep along the toe of hillslopes; (3) landslides from bedrock hollows that
laterally enter a stream reach; and (4) bank erosion of debris-flow fans and terraces. Jacobson and Gran
[1999] developed a simple network routing model of the 5200 km2 Current River Basin in the Ozarks of
Missouri to explain how gravel inputs delivered to first-order channels and subsequently routed through
the network could explain the spatial distribution of gravel bars.Wilkinson et al. [2006] computed the spatial
distribution of bed material sediment accumulation in the 29,000 km2 Murrumbidgee River Basin in south-
east Australia by comparing the total bed material sediment supply from gullies, river banks, and upstream
tributaries against the sediment-transport capacity in each reach.

More recently, the network-based framework of Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou [2014, 2015] was used to route
sand-sized sediment through the channel network of the 44,000 km2Minnesota River Basin (or a subbasin: the
9200 km2 Greater Blue Earth River Basin) in southern Minnesota. Their framework introduced theoretically
derived, sand-transport time delays that were specified as a function of position in the network (e.g., upstream
drainage area) and local channel characteristics (e.g., channel slope and grain size). While developments are
still ongoing, this framework has the potential to incorporate any type of sediment input along the river net-
work as well as storage processes. Gran and Czuba [2017] incorporated a sediment budget of the Greater Blue
Earth River Basin [Bevis, 2015] along with an in-channel storage process into the network-based framework of
Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou [2014, 2015] primarily to assess how sediment pulses (in excess of a background
supply) are affected by river-network structure. Additionally, the network-based CASCADE (CAtchment
Sediment Connectivity AndDElivery)modeling framework of Schmitt et al. [2016] identifies sediment cascades
which show how a specific source is connected to its multiple sinks. The CASCADE model was applied to the
51,000 km2Da River Basinwithin Vietnam, China, and Laos to quantitatively analyze the sediment connectivity
of the basin. The work of Schmitt et al. [2016] provides some important new developments for network-based,
sediment-transport models including the specification of the full grain-size distribution of bed material sedi-
ment and adding competition functions for determining which grain sizes to transport in a given reach.

With the availability of detailed topography from lidar data, we can accurately map the sources of sediment
and pathways by which sediment moves through a watershed [Passalacqua et al., 2012, 2015]. In some
basins, this may reveal a strong heterogeneous potential for sediment generation (e.g., location of bluffs
and ravines). Paired with repeat field measurements or geochemical sediment fingerprinting, this allows
one to quantify the magnitude and frequency of sediment generation for features identified on the land-
scape [Day et al., 2013a; Stout et al., 2014; Schaffrath et al., 2015]. Furthermore, physical characteristics of
the channels (e.g., slope and width) can be extracted from detailed topography [e.g., Tarboton et al., 1991]
to compute the rate of sediment movement through, and transport capacity of, various reaches. This is the
essence of network-based, sediment-transport models which have the potential to explore synchronizations
of sediment delivery [Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2014], emergence of hot spots of geomorphic change
[Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2015], and also test alternative scenarios for management decisions.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a bed material sediment routing model that combines spatially expli-
cit sediment sourcing with in-channel transport and storage dynamics on a river network (Figure 1) within the
framework of Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou [2014, 2015]. The model is able to compute spatiotemporal
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changes in bed sediment thickness along an entire river network, elucidating how river networks organize
and process sediment supply. The bed sediment thickness that we present herein is a theoretical quantity
that represents the amount of sediment on top of a nonerodible surface that we assumed to be located
near the existing bed. We apply our model to sand transport in the agricultural Greater Blue Earth River
Basin in Minnesota. The arrival of sediment to links of the network is cast as a Poisson process, and the
model is used to simulate transport and storage dynamics over a 600 year time period. Properties of the
Poisson arrival process allow us to derive analytically (under supply-limited conditions) the time-averaged
probability distribution function (pdf) of bed sediment thickness for each link of the river network for any
spatial distribution of inputs. Under transport-limited conditions, the assumptions of the Poisson arrival
process are violated due to in-channel storage dynamics that preclude an analytical derivation of the pdf
of bed sediment thickness. Instead, we are able to (1) compute semianalytically the time-averaged bed
sediment thickness and (2) provide a lower limit on the temporal variability of bed sediment thickness.
This is accomplished by computing iteratively the bed slope adjustment required to pass the sediment
supply, converting it to bed sediment thickness, and then adding this to the analytically derived bed
sediment thickness under supply-limited conditions. We use the discrepancy in the temporal variability of
bed sediment thickness between our semianalytical estimates and model simulations to isolate the
influence of, and obtain key insights into, river-network structure on bed material sediment dynamics.

2. Network-Based Modeling Framework for Bed Material Sediment

The network-based modeling framework described by Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou [2014] is a first-order
approach to understanding the transport dynamics of an environmental flux (e.g., sediment, nitrogen, and
phosphorous) along a network by combining system connectivity with major transport and transformation
processes (e.g., advection, removal of nitrate through denitrification, and transformation of phosphorous
between dissolved and particulate forms). As applied to bed material sediment herein, the result is a

Figure 1. Conceptual overview of bed material sediment dynamics on a hierarchical river network. The combination of
spatially explicit magnitude and frequency of sediment sourcing, hierarchal network structure, and in-channel transport
and storage dynamics creates a temporal variability in bed sediment thickness. Under supply-limited conditions, the bed
sediment thickness probability distribution function (pdf) is a scaled Poisson distribution, which is directly related to the
Poisson arrival structure of the inputs. Under transport-limited conditions, the bed sediment thickness pdf is heavy tailed
and the temporal dynamics exhibit a characteristic timescale (periodicity).
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Lagrangian transport model of sediment through a river network (section 2.1) where sediment is supplied in
space and time (section 2.2), transported downstream via physically based time delays (section 2.3), and
stored in channel whenever transport capacity is exceeded (section 2.4). The resulting model of bed material
sediment lends itself to some analytical insights that are described in section 2.5. Basic elements of themodel
are described in this section; further details regarding the application of the model to the study basin are
described in section 3.

2.1. Network of Connected Flow paths

A network of connected flow paths forms the basis of the model. Herein, we focus on a river network, derived
from a digital elevationmodel (DEM) [e.g., Tarboton et al., 1991; Passalacqua et al., 2010] that is conceptualized
as a set of connected links. Each link i represents either a segment of river channel between tributaries and/or
lakes or a lake that intersects the river network. Each link is associated with a set of unique topologic, physical,
and hydrodynamic attributes. For instance, a river channel would have the following attributes: index of link i,
index of upstream and downstream links, link length ℓi [L], directly contributing area ai [L

2] (i.e., the incremen-
tal area that drains directly to link i), upstream drainage area Ai [L

2] (i.e., the sum of ai for all links upstream of
and including link i), elevation of the bed at the upstream end of the link ηi,t [L], and channel slope Si,t; herein,
both ηi,t and Si,t vary in time and thus include a subscript t. Additional attributes associated with transport and
storage dynamics can be computed from or parameterized by these attributes (see sections 2.3, 2.4, and 3.4).

2.2. Spatial and Temporal Supply

An individual sediment input to the network is referred to as a parcel, defined as an arbitrary volume Vp [L
3] or

mass ρsVp [M] of sediment that conceptually moves through the system as a coherent unit (where ρs [ML�3] is
the sediment density, the subscript p denotes a parcel, and the subscript s denotes sand). Spatially, parcels
can be input anywhere along the length of any link. Temporally, these inputs can recur based on a specified
interarrival time distribution.

2.3. Transport Dynamics

An individual parcel of sediment is conceptualized as moving through a link via a physically based time delay.
Herein, we very briefly summarize the travel time derivation for bed material sand transport from Czuba and
Foufoula-Georgiou [2014] that represents the travel time ts,i,t [T] of a sand parcel to move through link i at a
particular time t in the absence of storage. An additional time delay due to storage is handled separately
and is described in section 2.4. Through equations for uniform (normal) flow hydraulics and Engelund and
Hansen’s [1967] sediment-transport formula for total bed material load, a volumetric transport rate of sand
was estimated then decomposed into a bulk sand transport velocity and a cross-sectional area throughwhich
themajority of sand transport takes place. Travel timewas then computed as the time it takes a sand parcel to
move through a link of length ℓi at a bulk sand transport velocity. After combining these equations, the travel
time reduces to

ts;i;t ¼ θig1=2R2i Di

0:05
ℓiu�2

w;iH
�1=2
i S�3=2

i;t ; (1)

where θi is the fraction of the flow depth below which the “majority” of sand transport takes place (guidance
on the selection of θi is provided in Appendix A), g [LT�2] is the acceleration due to gravity, Ri is the
submerged specific gravity of sediment in link i, Di [L] is the sediment grain size in link i, uw,i [LT

�1] is the
streamflow velocity in link i, and Hi [L] is the flow depth in link i. Equation (1) describes the travel time of a
sand parcel through a link according to streamflow hydraulics specified by uw,i and Hi. While not explicitly sta-
ted, any variable can be specified as a function of spatial location for a given link i, vary with time t, or
specified as a function of other variables. Only those variables that are allowed to vary with time in the model
described herein are given the time index t. However, it is important to note that future model developments
do not need to restrict temporal variability to only these variables. This means that equation (1) can be used
to simulate the transport of sediment under explicit time-varying hydraulics.

2.4. Storage Dynamics

Both lake and in-channel storage were simulated in the present model. Lakes directly connected to the chan-
nel network acted as terminal bed material sinks as the residence time in lakes was assumed much longer
than the transport timescale through the network. Thus, any sand parcels that entered a lake were
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removed from the system. In-channel
storage of parcels occurred whenever
transport capacity was exceeded, the
excess volume aggraded the bed, and
thus adjusted the slope and thereby
affected transport. These storage
dynamics were briefly described by
Gran and Czuba [2017], but here we
refine this framework and provide more
mathematical detail and greater insight
into the inner workings of the model.

The volumetric transport rate of sand as
computed from Engelund and Hansen’s
[1967] sediment-transport formula
defined transport capacity. We can think
about this transport capacity in the con-
text of the model as a volume or depth
of sediment in a link. The volumetric
transport rate of sand or transport capa-
city can be written as the volume of the
active-transport layer at capacity χi [L

3]
within a link divided by the travel time
to move through that link ts,i,t. The
volume of the active-transport layer at
capacity χi is given by

χi ¼ ℓi θiHið ÞBi; (2)

where Bi [L] is the channel width of link i.
We can also convert this volume to a
thickness of the active-transport layer
at capacity Hs,i [L] (Figure 2a) as

Hs;i ¼ θiHi

1� ϕð Þ ; (3)

where ϕ is the porosity of the bed
material sediment and the term (1�ϕ)
effectively increases the volume
occupied by the parcels on the bed
due to pore space present in the subsur-
face deposit.

At every time t, we computed the total
parcel volume in each link i as Vs,i,t [L

3]
and compared it to the volume of the
active-transport layer at capacity χi.
Any excess volume above capacity was
considered as in-channel storage Vstor

s;i;t

[L3] and was defined as follows:

Vstor
s;i;t ¼

Vs;i;t � χi; if Vs;i;t > χi
0; otherwise

�
: (4)

The specific parcels that were placed into in-channel storage were those that first arrived into the link
(following first in, last out) and whose cumulative volume was at least Vstor

s;i;t . These parcels were placed into

in-channel storage by “pausing” their transport through the link (i.e., they did not move while in storage),

Figure 2. Schematic of model elements at various scales. (a) Link scale
depicting the active-transport and storage layer. (b) Multilink storage
scale depicting how a volume of sediment V stor

s;i;t at time t is placed in its
immediate link and directly upstream links to adjust bed elevation and
thus slopes. (c) River-network scale depicting how the arrival rate of
sediment parcels changes progressing downstream. Each cube repre-
sents an individual parcel with rate λ input to the upstream end of a link.
Lakes act as sediment sinks removing any sediment arriving from
upstream from the system. See text for definition of symbols.
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and they could only be released from in-channel storage (following last in, first out) when the supply of
parcels transporting through the link decreased below capacity. This pausing of parcels above capacity
resulted in an additional time delay to the travel time of a parcel through a link due to transport limitations
associated with transient in-channel storage.

Any parcels placed into in-channel storage could subsequently be released, allowing the bed to return to its
initial profile. However, new sediment inputs were not generated from the bed during supply-limited
conditions. Instead, the bed at its initial profile was assumed to be bedrock floored or armored with a coarse
lag deposit, and simulations then captured the dynamics of sand moving over a nonerodible substrate. This
assumption was made because often the depth of alluvium is unknown and incision into the underlying
alluvium (driven by a sediment-supply limitation) often results in a coarsening of the bed that reduces further
incision [e.g., Dietrich et al., 1989; Parker, 2008]. Incorporating incision and the feedback dynamics controlling
incision would require specifying particle-sorting dynamics and depth and grain-size distribution of the
alluvium which is beyond the scope of this work.

Additionally, the volume of sediment placed into in-channel storage Vstor
s;i;t in link i was placed in such a way as

to increase the channel slope of link i and simultaneously decrease the channel slope of the two directly
upstream channel links (referred to with link indices u1 and u2; recall that links were defined between tribu-
tary junctions), consistent with principles of 1-D river morphodynamics [Parker, 2004]. The specific geometry
for adjusting slopes in this way is shown in Figure 2b, where V stor

s;i;t is placed in three wedges connected

together at the upstream end of link i. Consistent with this geometry, bed elevation ηi,t at the upstream
end of link i was adjusted (for the case of two upstream tributary channel links) as

ηi;t ¼ ηi;0 þ
2Vstor

s;i;t

Biℓi þ Bu1ℓu1 þ Bu2ℓu2ð Þ 1� ϕð Þ ; (5)

where ηi,0 [L] is the initial elevation at the upstream end of link i at time t = 0. We assumed sufficiently low
slopes such that the three-dimensional distance between ends of a link ℓi was approximately equal to the
two-dimensional horizontal distance between the ends of a link (Figure 2b). For the case of only one upstream
channel link u1, equation (5) would only contain two Bℓ terms, instead of three, with indices i and u1, and in
the absence of any upstream channel links, equation (5) would only contain the Biℓi term. Sediment parcels in
storage in link i always resided in link i (for tracking their movement through the network), but this conceptual
placement of that storage volume ensured smooth slopes consistent with changes in bed elevation.

Once ηi,t was computed for all links at time t, then the channel slope Si,t was recomputed for all links as

Si;t ¼
ηi;t � ηd;t

ℓi
; (6)

where ηd,t denotes the elevation at the downstream end of link i, as the index d denotes the index of the link
directly downstream of link i. In this formulation, the elevation of the basin outlet was fixed at its initial value
through time. Recall that the volumetric transport rate of sand or transport capacity can be written as the
volume of the active-transport layer at capacity χi within a link divided by the travel time to move through
that link ts,i,t. Changes in slope due to in-channel storage affected transport capacity by altering travel time
ts,i,t via equation (1); however, the volume of the active-transport layer at capacity χi remained unchanged
because we do not specifically account for the feedback between channel slope and θi (see equation (2)
and Appendix A). This simplification has a negligible effect on the results and does not change our conclu-
sions. The effects of storage were not only local to an individual link but also propagated to channel links
directly upstream.

2.5. Analytical Insights

With the model described herein we simulated the bed sediment thickness hs,i,t [L] that accumulated upon
the initial bed during a given simulation period, computed as

hs;i;t ¼ Vs;i;t

Biℓi 1� ϕð Þ : (7)

This bed sediment thickness should not be mistaken for the total depth of alluvium that may occur in a given
reach (i.e., the deeper reservoir of sediment below the initial bed that this model does not track nor incise
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into). In this section, we describe how the mean and pdf of bed sediment thickness in a given link can be
computed analytically under further assumptions (that frame the problem as a Poisson arrival process)
without the need for numerical simulations. These analytical results are useful because they not only
establish the mathematical relation between bed sediment thickness, sediment supply, sediment transport,
and channel characteristics but also provide a way to obtain some results more quickly and simply through
analytical computation rather than through numerical simulations.

Analytically, we separately compute the thickness of an active-transport layer hacts;i;t [L] and a storage layer hstors;i;t

[L] which together equate to the bed sediment thickness hs,i,t (see Figure 2a) as

hs;i;t ¼ hacts;i;t þ hstors;i;t ; (8)

and we represent their time averages with an overbar (i.e., h
act
s;i , h

stor
s;i , and hs;i). All thicknesses associated with

bed material sediment herein included the (1�ϕ) term that accounts for sediment porosity of the resulting
deposit. The time-averaged thickness of the active-transport layer h

act
s;i is

h
act
s;i ¼

Hs;i; if h
stor
s;i > 0

hs;i≤Hs;i; if h
stor
s;i ¼ 0

8<: : (9)

Thus, on average, during transport-limited conditions (i.e., when supply rate is greater than transport rate and
“activates” in-channel storage), the simulated transport rate is at transport capacity (χi/ts,i,t). During supply-
limited conditions (i.e., when transport rate is greater than supply rate and does not activate in-channel
storage), the simulated transport rate is less than transport capacity as Vs,i,t/ts,i,t, where Vs,i,t< χi.

We conceptualize the spatially variable sediment supply to the river network as sediment parcels arriving at
each link of the network according to a Poisson process. A Poisson (arrival) process is a stochastic process
with convenient mathematical properties often used to model independent events such as storm arrival
[e.g., Rodriguez-Iturbe and Eagleson, 1987], for example. In geomorphology, a Poisson process has been used
to model the occurrence of tectonic movements in a simulation model of alluvial stratigraphy [Bridge and
Leeder, 1979], to derive a theoretical Strahler stream length distribution [Yang and Lee, 2001], to model
episodic surface denudation by the spalling off of slabs of rock at discrete times [Muzikar, 2008], and tomodel
the effect of rainfall variability on landscape evolution [Tucker and Bras, 2000], among others. One important
property of the Poisson process is that each arrival is stochastically independent from all other arrivals,
meaning that this is a completely random process. If we denote by λ [T�1] the arrival rate of events, then it
can be shown that the time between events has an exponential distribution with mean λ�1 and that the
sum of events arriving during a period of time t has a Poisson distribution with mean λt [e.g., Durrett,
2012]. We take these properties into consideration in the derivations that follow.

To cast the watershed sediment supply problem as a Poisson arrival process on the links of the river
network, we must first decompose an arbitrary magnitude input from a sediment-generating feature into
a number of parcels each with volume Vp that are each then independently delivered to the network
according to a Poisson process with rate λ (and thus mean and standard deviation of interarrival times
equal to λ�1). Breaking the inputs in this way means that the arrival of parcels to link i from all upstream
tributary links supplying sediment and those generated internally will also follow a Poisson process with
rate λi [T

�1] as

λi ¼ niλ; (10)

where ni is the total number of inputs of volume Vp upstream of link i but downstream of any lakes directly
connected to the network (Figure 2c). Note that ni is not simply the number of upstream links but also incor-
porates the magnitude of the input to each upstream link in increments of Vp.

For supply-limited conditions in link i and upstream, hacts;i;t ¼ hs;i;t, and thus, the pdf of hacts;i;t, f hacts;i;t

� �
, is equal to

the pdf of hs,i,t, f(hs,i,t). At quasi steady state, once a parcel arrives to a link, it remains in that link, on average,
for a duration of ts;i [T], which is the time-averaged travel time for a sand parcel to move through a link. During
supply-limited conditions, slope never changes, and thus, ts;i is equivalent to the initial travel time ts,i,0 at time
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t = 0. According to the Poisson arrival process, the number of parcels Niwithin link i for duration ts;i is given by

the Poisson distribution f k; λi ts;i
� �

as

f k; λi ts;i
� � ¼ Pr Ni t þ ts;i

� �� Ni tð Þ ¼ k
� � ¼ λi ts;i

� �k
e� λi ts;ið Þ
k!

; (11)

where k = 0, 1, 2,… and with both mean and variance equal to λi ts;i [Durrett, 2012]. The pdf of the thickness of
the active-transport layer f hacts;i;t

� �
is then just a scaled Poisson distribution as

f hacts;i;t

� �
¼ Vpf k; λi ts;i

� �
Biℓi 1� ϕð Þ ; (12)

which for supply-limited conditions is equivalent to f(hs,i,t). On average, the volume of sediment in link i is
given by Vpλi ts;i and the quantity Vpλi represents the volumetric supply rate of sediment to link i.
Therefore, the time-averaged thickness of the active-transport layer h

act
s;i is given by

h
act
s;i ¼ Vpλi ts;i

Biℓi 1� ϕð Þ ¼
Vpniλts;i

Biℓi 1� ϕð Þ ; (13)

which for supply-limited conditions is equivalent to hs;i. These analytical results refer to only the thickness of
the active-transport layer because we must assume that Vpλi is the average volumetric supply rate both arriv-
ing and departing at a given time, which is not the case with storage.

For transport-limited conditions, the storage process disrupts the transport of parcels in a way that alters the
Poisson arrival process such that the analytical results for f(hs,i,t) (via equation (12)) do not hold. However, we

can still computehs;i as the sum ofh
act
s;i (equation (13)) andh

stor
s;i . An iterative procedure is required for calculat-

ing h
stor
s;i which is presented in Appendix B. Then, we can provide an estimate of f(hs,i,t), referred to as f̂ hs;i;t

� �
computed as f hacts;i;t þ h

stor
s;i

� �
, which preserves the mean of f(hs,i,t) but with a variance always less than that of

f(hs,i,t). We compare this estimated pdf f̂ hs;i;t
� �

to f(hs,i,t) computed from numerical simulations to isolate the

influence of river-network structure on bed material sediment dynamics. As discussed in the application
below, this comparison leads to insights about how in-channel storage in links of the network affects down-
stream reaches.

3. Application to the Greater Blue Earth River Basin

The network-based modeling framework for bed material sediment was applied to the Greater Blue Earth
River Basin. The landscape setting is first described in section 3.1. Details on the application of the framework
to this basin include a description of the river network (section 3.2), the specific spatial distribution and mag-
nitude of sediment inputs derived from a sediment budget (section 3.3), and the transport and storage
dynamics (section 3.4). This section ends with an overview of model simulations (section 3.5).

3.1. Landscape Setting

The Greater Blue Earth River Basin includes the Le Sueur River Basin and drains 9200 km2 of southern
Minnesota and northern Iowa to the Minnesota River (Figure 3). The basin was glaciated multiple times
throughout the Pleistocene, the effects of which exert considerable control on geomorphic dynamics today
[see Ojakangas and Matsch, 1982; Gran et al., 2013]. During glacial retreat, a proglacial lake, known as glacial
Lake Minnesota, formed across a large portion of the Greater Blue Earth River Basin depositing fine surficial
sediments [Ojakangas and Matsch, 1982]. When glacial Lake Agassiz drained through its southern outlet
13,400 cal years B.P. (calendar years before present) to carve the present-day Minnesota River valley
[Clayton and Moran, 1982], the base-level of the Greater Blue Earth River was lowered by roughly 70 m.
This lowering created a knickpoint, or sharp break in channel slope, at the outlet of the river that has since
migrated 40–60 km upstream (Figure 3), leaving a rapidly incising knickzone in its wake [Gran et al., 2009,
2013; Belmont, 2011; Belmont et al., 2011]. Today, channel slopes in major rivers of the basin upstream of
the knickzone are on the order of 1 × 10�4 to 1 × 10�3 and within the knickzone increase to roughly over
1 × 10�3 [see Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2015, Figure 3]. Incision in this basin is localized to the knickzone,
where the bed is incising into till (with roughly 3% gravel) coarsening the bed as incision progresses.
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Upstream of the knickzone, streams meander through low-gradient uplands, and straightened, agricultural
drainage ditches are common first-order channels.

Like many Midwestern U.S. landscapes, agriculture is the dominant (85%) land use in the basin [Jin et al.,
2013]. Many of the wetlands that once dotted the landscape have been drained beginning in the late
1800s by surface ditches and subsurface drain tiles. The extensive subsurface drainage system has reduced
surface erosion from upland fields, but at the expense of amplifying streamflows, accelerating near-channel
erosion of downstream banks and bluffs and initiating stream morphologic changes such as channel widen-
ing [Belmont et al., 2011; Lenhart et al., 2013; Schottler et al., 2014; Foufoula-Georgiou et al., 2015]. While the
Greater Blue Earth River Basin has historically exported a large amount of sediment compared to surrounding
basins, the amount of sediment deposited downstream in Lake Pepin has increased by about an order of
magnitude in just over a century [Kelley and Nater, 2000]. This is in part due to the presence of large bluffs
adjacent to the river that make sediment generation in the basin highly sensitive to changes in streamflow.
However, turbidity is just one of many water-quality impairments in the basin [Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency, 2014] contributing to a decline in macroinvertebrates, sensitive fish species, and native mussels
[Kirsch et al., 1985; Musser et al., 2009; Carlisle et al., 2013; Hansen et al., 2016].

3.2. Network of River Channels and Lakes

The underlying structure of the model is the river network, obtained from the National Hydrography Dataset
Plus Version 2 (NHDPlusV2) [McKay et al., 2012; Horizon Systems, 2014]. As part of the NHDPlusV2 river net-
work, each link has been associated with relevant topologic and physical attributes as described previously in
section 2.1. Lake polygons were obtained from the waterbody feature of the NHDPlusV2 data set [McKay
et al., 2012; Horizon Systems, 2014]. Only lake polygons that intersect the river network and have surface

Figure 3. Study area map of the Greater Blue Earth River Basin. A detailed basin map shows the channel network (gray;
thicker lines correspond to reaches with larger upstream drainage areas), lakes incorporated into the model (light blue),
and the approximate extent of the knickzone (black dashed line). Location and extent of Figure 4 is shown by a small red
box. Inset shows a location map of the Greater Blue Earth River Basin relative to the State of Minnesota.
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area>0.04 km2were incorporated into the network as individual lake links (Figure 3). The NHDPlusV2 network
was preprocessed by (1) clipping to the extent of the Greater Blue Earth River Basin; (2) removing isolated and
secondary channels; (3) establishing a new set of links with index i, with a link defined between tributary
junctions, as the intersection of a lake polygon with the network, or between a lake polygon and a junction;
and (4) mapping or computing attributes for each link from the original NHDPlusV2 network. The final
network was composed of 1253 channel links and 107 lake links for a total of 1360 links.

3.3. Inputs From a Sediment Budget

Fine sediment (silt and clay) budgets of the Greater Blue Earth River Basin [Bevis, 2015] and the Le Sueur River
Basin [Gran et al., 2011; Belmont et al., 2011] constrain the location, magnitude, and frequency of sediment
inputs from bluffs, streambanks, ravines, and uplands (mainly low-gradient agricultural fields). Bed material
throughout the Greater Blue Earth River Basin is primarily sand [U.S. Geological Survey, 2014], and only sand
is represented in the model. Grain-size distributions measured for till and surficial soils were used to convert
the fine-sediment inputs quantified in the sediment budget to sand inputs. Although gravel in the bed mate-
rial can play a role in setting bed roughness and in slowing channel incision [Gran et al., 2013], gravel is only a
small portion of the bed load and is not tracked here. Only inputs from bluffs, ravines, and uplands (Figures 4
and 5) were incorporated into the present model. Details on how we quantified sand inputs from each of
these sources are provided in Appendix C. The knickzone is incising at a rate of 2.6 mm yr�1 [Gran et al.,
2013] but contributes less than 2% of sediment to the fine-sediment budget on the Le Sueur River [Gran
et al., 2011; Belmont et al., 2011]. Net sediment contributions (+7 Mg yr�1) from streambank erosion
(+43 Mg yr�1, from migration and widening) and floodplain deposition (�36 Mg yr�1) are also a small com-
ponent (3% of sediment) to the Le Sueur fine-sediment budget [Gran et al., 2011; Belmont et al., 2011].
Representation of these exchange dynamics requires further developments of the model [e.g., Lauer and
Willenbring, 2010; Viparelli et al., 2013; Lauer et al., 2016] and is beyond the scope of the present study.

3.4. Transport and Storage Dynamics

Herein, downstream hydraulic geometry relations were used to parameterize uw,i and Hi (where frictional
losses are implicit) at bankfull flow (specifically at the 2 year recurrence interval peak flow) as a function of
upstream drainage area Ai. Under this parameterization of streamflow hydraulics, the travel time in equa-
tion (1) for a constant bankfull flow must be converted to real time through an intermittency factor If,s

Figure 4. Lidar hillshade highlighting major features (river, bluff, and ravine, each with relevant attributes) incorporated
into the model. Inset image shows a 64 m bluff; note the canoe for scale. Location and extent is shown in Figure 3 by a
small red box.
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[Paola et al., 1992; Parker, 2004]. The intermittency factor denotes the fraction of time per year that
continuous bankfull flow would yield the mean annual sand load (see Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou [2014]
for details). The result averages over the intermittent short periods with intense transport and long periods
with low transport to represent a continuous long-term (more than tens of years) probabilistic-average
transport of sediment. Therefore, equation (1) becomes

ts;i;t ¼ θi g1=2R2i Di

0:05α2uwAα
1=2
HA If ;s

ℓiA
� 2βuwAþβHA=2ð Þ
i S�3=2

i;t ; (14)

Figure 5. Spatially variable and temporally Poisson process (independent arrival) of sediment supply. (a) Bluff locations colored by mass erosion rate of sand from
each bluff. (b) Ravine locations colored by mass erosion rate of sand from each ravine. (c) Uplands with surficial deposits and sand fraction. (d) Total sand input
delivered to each link of the network from bluffs, ravines, and uplands. The approximate extent of the knickzone is shown as a dashed line.
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where αuwA and αHA are empirically derived coefficients and βuwA and βHA are empirically derived exponents
of the downstream hydraulic geometry scaling relations for flow velocity and depth. We do not account for
nonstationary discharge in this basin [Novotny and Stefan, 2007; Dadaser-Celik and Stefan, 2009; Foufoula-
Georgiou et al., 2015], but this could be handled in equation (14) by specifying a time-varying intermittency
factor or by allowing the coefficients and exponents of the hydraulic geometry relations to vary in time.
Changes in the flow regime will also affect channel properties (such as width) [Schottler et al., 2014] and sedi-
ment generation [Belmont et al., 2011]; in the present formulation the relevant variables (e.g., channel width,
sediment input rate, and hydraulic geometry relation) can become time varying. However, the incorporation
of autogenic sediment generation and feedbacks between flow and channel response (partitioning
between changes in roughness/grain size, width, and slope) are presently limited by our understanding
of these processes.

The travel time ts,i,t of a sand parcel to move through a link was reduced to a function of only link properties
by assigning the following parameters: g = 9.81 m s�2, θi = 0.1 (∀i, i.e., for all i; assuming the majority of sand
transport occurs in the lower 10% of the flow depth, see also Appendix A), Ri = 1.65 (∀i), Di = 4 × 10�4 m (∀i;
D50 size of sand from riverbed material) [U.S. Geological Survey, 2014], αuwA = 0.20, βuwA = 0.07,

αHA = 2.9 × 10�3, and βHA = 0.29 (computed at the 2 year recurrence interval peak flow and using streamflow
and channel cross-sectional properties of 23 stations; here Ai is specified in m2, Hi in m, and uw,i in m s�1; see
Appendix A of Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou [2014] for details), and If = 0.175 (computed from a flow-duration
curve; see Appendix B of Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou [2014] for details). Substituting these parameters into
equation (14) reduces the travel time ts,i,t to

ts;i;t ¼ 18ℓiA�0:285
i S�3=2

i;t ; (15)

where ℓi is specified in meters and thus ts,i,t is given in seconds. The intermittency factor introduced in equa-
tion (14) and embedded in the coefficient of equation (15) means that all times reported from here on refer to
real time or calendar years.

For storage in lakes, upstream drainage area and lake volume were used to compute, through an empirical
relation, trapping efficiencies for fine sediment [Brown, 1943; Bevis, 2015]. The average fine sediment trapping
efficiency for the lakes included in the model was 91% [Bevis, 2015]. Thus, the sand trapping efficiency for
these lakes was assumed at 100%, and any sand parcels that entered a lake were removed from the system.

3.5. Overview of Simulation

The model simulation began at time t = 0 and ran for 600 cal years. Sediment parcels were introduced inde-
pendently to each link according to the spatial pattern and magnitude as specified by the sediment budget
(Figure 5d) with parcel volume Vp = 10 m3 for all parcels and following an exponential interarrival time dis-
tribution with λ = 1 yr�1 (to align with annualized sediment budget input volumes). For example, a long-term
input rate of 63 m3 yr�1 would be broken into six parcels each as independent inputs recurring through time
with interarrival times randomly selected from an exponential distribution with a mean recurrence of
1 cal year (as six parcels of volume Vp = 10 m3 with λ = 1 yr�1 equates to 60 m3 yr�1 and we ignore the small
remainder of 3 m3 yr�1). The frequency of an input could very well differ between different sediment sources,
although the magnitude and frequency of an input should be selected to be consistent with the generation
rate (i.e., we could have input a single parcel with magnitude of 63 m3 and average interarrival time of 1 year
to be consistent with a rate of 63 m3 yr�1). But we chose the magnitude/frequency of inputs to be consistent
with the analytical results, which required constant parcel volume, independent inputs, and exponential
interarrival time distribution. Accurately specifying inputs requires understanding not only the rate of sedi-
ment generation but also the specific magnitude/frequency characteristics of sediment generation for each
source. The parcel volumewas selected to balance a volume as small as possible with a computationally man-
ageable number of parcels; over 600 years nearly eight million parcels were tracked through the system.

Sediment dynamics in the river network were tracked at a temporal resolution of 20 time steps per calendar
year, i.e., the modeling time step was set at 18.25 days. Parcels were tracked as they moved through each link
with transport-related properties resulting in a time delay given by equation (15). For reference, the average
travel time through a link was computed and was found to be just over 1 year. If at any time there were more
parcels in a given link than could bemoved at capacity (equation (4)), then a subset of parcels would enter in-
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channel storage, and the slope of that link and directly upstream links would be adjusted at the next time
step. It took less than 200 years for an input at the farthest upstream location to exit the basin at the outlet,
for the bed sediment to build up in channel links, and for the bed adjustment to achieve quasi-steady state.
Thus, all statistics computed from the simulation model only include results between time 200 and 600 years.

Mass of sediment was interchanged into volume of sediment using a sediment density ρs = 2.65 Mgm�3, and
bed sediment thickness was computed using a bed sediment porosity ϕ = 0.4 [Wu and Wang, 2006]. A mini-
mum channel slope of 1 × 10�5 was imposed in the model to avoid artificially low slopes from DEM proces-
sing of backwater areas. Also, the effect of Rapidan Dam, located on the Blue Earth River near the basin outlet
(Figure 3), was removed because the reservoir, which has been dredged multiple times, is mostly full of sedi-
ment, some sand likely passes the dam, and we are not trying to capture the system exactly as it is nor quan-
titatively predict sediment leaving the basin. The dam was removed by selecting a channel slope for the links
upstream and downstream of the dam that linearly connected the bed elevations between unaffected
upstream and downstream points. Bed elevations were then recomputed from the basin outlet in order to
establish consistency between ηi,0 and Si,0. Due to the presence of some very short links in the network
(<300 m) that arose between closely spaced tributaries, some links had a very small volume of the active-
transport layer at capacity resulting in an artificial bottleneck in the network. To circumvent this issue, a mini-
mum volume of the active-transport layer at capacity for these short links was set as the maximum of (i) the
volume of the active-transport layer at capacity of the link computed via equation (2), (ii) the volume of the
active-transport layer at capacity of directly upstream links, or (iii) 100 m3, which ensured at least 10 parcels
could move through a link at a given time.

We set up the model in three different ways to achieve different goals: (1) to simulate sediment input, trans-
port, and storage dynamics on a river network as described by the model formulation herein (referred to as
the “network, in-channel storage” model); (2) to directly confirm the analytical results by turning the in-
channel storage mechanism off (referred to as the “network, no in-channel storage” model); and (3) to help
isolate the role of network hierarchical structuring (referred to as the “single link, in-channel storage”model).
In the “single link, in-channel storage”model, we maintained the full dynamics described for the network, in-
channel storage model but isolated the sediment supply to each link and replaced it with one that was guar-
anteed to follow a Poisson arrival process with the same supply rate. This allowed us to isolate differences in
the time series of bed sediment thickness between in-channel storage processes occurring locally and those
occurring farther upstream whose effects have propagated downstream. The storage reservoir for adjusting
the slope of a link in the single link, in-channel storage model still accounted for the width and length of
directly upstream links (as in equation (5) and Figure 2b); however, each link was disconnected from its
directly downstream link and from any slope adjustments resulting from downstream in-channel storage.

4. Analytical and Simulated Bed Material Sediment Dynamics

To first verify that the model was working as expected, the network, no in-channel storage model was run.
Interarrival times of sediment parcels to each link in the network followed an exponential distribution with
parameter λi as in equation (10). Additionally, the number of parcels within each link (or bed sediment thick-
ness) had a Poisson distribution with parameter λi ts;i as in equation (11) (these results are not shown).

Before running the model, we identified where in the network transport capacity was exceeded by comput-

ing the initial ratio of sand supply relative to transport capacity or the relative capacity RCiter¼1
i , where iter

denotes the current iteration (Figure 6a; see Appendix B for details). We determined, following the iterative
procedure outlined in Appendix B, to what elevation, and thus slope, the bed must adjust to in order to pass

the sediment supply. Doing so required adjusting slopes until RCfinal
i ≤1 (without performing model simula-

tions); for this basin four iterations were necessary. The links where channel slopes increased are identified in
Figure 6b by the equivalent amount of sediment that must build up on the bed to achieve that slope, or the

thickness of the storage layerh
stor
s;i . Although not indicated, the links directly upstream of the links identified in

Figure 6b had lower slopes due to the adjustment in bed elevation. The finalRCfinal
i values after bed elevations

had been adjusted throughout the network are shown in Figure 6c. Note that anyRCiter¼1
i > 1 in Figure 6a are

the locations where sediment was stored ash
stor
s;i in Figure 6b and whoseRCfinal

i values become equal to one in

Figure 6c.
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Results of bed sediment thickness from
the network, in-channel storage model
are shown in Figure 7. The mean bed

sediment thickness hs;i throughout the
river network shows that reaches along
the main stem rivers just upstream of
the knickzone accumulate bed material
sediment (Figure 7a, shown as analytical
mean bed sediment thickness and
confirmed by direct simulation in
Figure 7b). Under supply-limited condi-
tions, the pdf f(hs,i,t) of simulated bed
sediment thickness (blue solid bars)
was nearly the same as the estimated

pdf f̂ hs;i;t
� �

(black dashed line; Figure 7e).

However, under transport-limited con-
ditions, the pdf of bed sediment thick-
ness f(hs,i,t) was very different from

f̂ hs;i;t
� �

, with much heavier tails than

were predicted by a Poisson distribution
(Figures 7c, 7d, and 7f). An asymmetric
pdf with a very long tail was found for
the link highlighted in Figure 7f, which
looks much different in character than
the others shown, and a trimodal pdf
was found for the link highlighted in
Figure 7d, related to its close proximity
to a few major upstream tributaries.
Also, the time series of bed sediment
thickness exhibited periodicities with
different timescales that were much
greater than that of the sediment sup-
ply forcing timescale of 1 year. For much
of the remainder of this paper, we focus
on describing the characteristics of the
system that give rise to the emergent
behavior of bed sediment thickness,
specifically heavy tails in the pdf and
periodicity in the time series, to gain
insight into bed material sediment
dynamics on river networks.

In order to separate the temporal varia-
bility of bed sediment thickness that is
internally generated by a single link
from the variability that is propagated,
amplified, or dampened from upstream

links in the network, simulation results from the single link, in-channel storage model were compared to
those from the network, in-channel storage model. Recall that for a Poisson distribution with parameter
λi ts;i, the mean and variance are both equal to λi ts;i. Thus, the coefficient of variation COVi defined as the
ratio of the standard deviation to the mean is given by

COVi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λi ts;i

p
λi ts;i

¼ λi ts;i
� ��1=2

: (16)

Figure 6. Identifying where and how much the bed must adjust so sand
transport balances supply. (a) Initial ratio of sand supply relative to
transport capacity RCiter¼1

i (RC—relative capacity); a value of one indicates
capacity balances supply. (b) Equivalent thickness of sediment that must
build up on the bed to achieve a slope required to transport the sand
supplyh

stor
s;i ; note that these locations are where the values in Figure 6a are

greater than one. (c) Final ratio of sand supply relative to transport
capacity RCfinal

i after the bed has adjusted to pass the supply; note any
values in Figure 6a that were greater than one become equal to one. The
approximate extent of the knickzone is shown as a dashed line. See text
for definition of symbols.
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Figure 7. Simulated and analytical bed sediment thickness with in-channel storage. (a) Analytical mean bed sediment thickness hs;i (see equation (13)). The color
breaks are at the 0.99, 0.95, 0.90, and 0.75 quantiles. The approximate extent of the knickzone is shown as a dashed line. (b) Simulated mean bed sediment
thickness averaged from 200 to 600 years versus the analytical mean bed sediment thickness hs;i . (c–f) Simulated bed sediment thickness hs,i,t with probability
distribution function (pdf) f(hs,i,t) shown at the right (blue). The solid horizontal line denotes the analytical mean bed sediment thickness hs;i. The estimated pdf
f̂ hs;i;t
� �

that assumes the in-channel storage process preserves the structure of a Poisson arrival process is shown at the right (black dashed; see equation (12) and
discussion at the end of section 2.5). Inset box zooms in on the simulated bed sediment thickness time series between 350 and 400 years. The dominant period T of
the bed sediment thickness time series (i.e., the time period corresponding to the peak of the Fourier transform) is also indicated. See text for definition of symbols.
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For supply-limited conditions, the COVi of simulated bed sediment thickness follows equation (16). For many
links, the COVi of simulated bed sediment thickness computed from the network, in-channel storage model
(magenta, each point represents one link; Figure 8a) and from the single link, in-channel storage model
(black; Figure 8a) follows equation (16). However, a number of links (points in Figure 8) deviate from this line
indicating that the temporal variability of their bed sediment thickness was much larger than estimated from
a Poisson distribution due to the in-channel storage process. We have quantified this deviation dCOVi by the
relative difference between the COVi of simulated bed sediment thickness and the COVi predicted by
equation (16) (Figure 8b, also indicated by arrow in Figure 8a) as

dCOVi ¼
σhs ;i
h
act
s;i

� λi ts;i
� ��1=2

λi ts;i
� ��1=2

; (17)

where σhs ;i [L] is the standard deviation of the simulated bed sediment thickness hs,i,t. The mean of the simu-
lated thickness of the active-transport layer h

act
s;i ¼ hs;i � h

stor
s;i is used rather than hs;i because the variability of

σhs ;i is related to h
act
s;i for this Poisson distribution.

The deviation dCOVi from only the single link, in-channel storage model simulations (black points) was then
plotted against other variables (Figures 8c and 8d) to identify the internal link factors that led to the
emergence of such large temporal variability in bed sediment thickness. Perhaps unsurprisingly, we see
that the deviation dCOVi arises in links at capacity (Figure 8c), confirming that the in-channel storage pro-
cess, which is activated most often for links at capacity, is responsible for creating large temporal variability

of bed sediment thickness. Furthermore, if we select those links for which the relative capacity RCfinal
i is

greater than 0.995 (shown in the inset of Figure 8c), we see that the magnitude of dCOVi is proportional
to ℓi(Biℓi+ Bu1ℓu1 + Bu2ℓu2) (Figure 8d), which is the term that determines the strength of the feedback
between the volume of sediment in storage and the resulting slope (related to the term in equation (5),
the extra ℓi arises due to the conversion from bed elevation to slope via equation (6)).

Each link in the network was classified based on the temporal variability of its bed sediment thickness from
the network, in-channel storage model and from the single link, in-channel storagemodel. Links with a dCOVi
greater than a value of 0.2 (see dashed line in Figure 8b) are referred to as having a large variability or varia-
bility greater than Poisson and less than this value are referred to as having variability consistent with the

Poisson distribution f̂ hs;i;t
� �

or as Poisson variability. Each link was then classified (Figure 8e) as follows:

Generator—links for which both models showed variability greater than Poisson; Propagator—links for which
the network model showed variability greater than Poisson but not so for the single-link model; Unrealized—
links for which the single-link model showed variability greater than Poisson but not so for the network
model; or Poisson—links for which both models showed Poisson variability. Note that the generators in
Figure 8e are the locations at capacity shown in Figure 6c. Propagators are downstream of generators as
these links are largely transmitting the structure of the supply from upstream. Links classified as unrealized
are also generally downstream of generators where the structure of the supply from the upstream network
has been altered in such a way to prevent the temporal variability of bed sediment thickness from becoming
greater than Poisson.

An asymmetric distribution of bed sediment thickness about the mean (as seen in Figure 7f) arose wherever
bed elevation returned to its initial value ηi,0. Thus, when the channel slope of this link returned to its initial
value Si,0 (Figure 9b), the bed sediment thickness did not decrease further, resulting in an asymmetry
(Figure 9a). In-channel storage directly downstream of this link was not occurring, and for the sake of argu-
ment here this effect has been ignored. To show that this was, in fact, responsible for the asymmetry, we
reran the simulation with an initial slope of Si,0/2. By doing so, the bed first built up and increased its slope
sufficient to pass the sediment supply. The bed ultimately built up to a level where fluctuations in bed eleva-
tion never returned to the initial bed elevation, and the result was that the bed sediment thickness became
symmetric about the mean (Figures 9c and 9d). We also note that the pdf of bed sediment thickness
remained heavy tailed and the periodicity of the time series was largely unaffected (Figure 9c).

As an example of how network structure and local channel characteristics can alter bed sediment thickness,
we zoom down to show several time series of bed sediment thickness along a pathway with several com-
paratively large tributaries (Figure 10; see location and extent of area in Figure 8e). The trimodal
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Figure 8. Controls on the temporal variability of simulated bed sediment thickness; insights from the single link, in-channel
storage model (black) and the network, in-channel storage model (magenta). (a) The coefficient of variation COVi of
simulated bed sediment thickness versus the parameter of the Poisson distribution λi ts;i; note theoretical power law decay
from equation (16). (b) The deviation dCOVi in Figure 8a from the theoretical power law decay. The gray dashed line at a
value of 0.2 is marked as a threshold for classifying links in Figure 8e. (c) dCOVi versus relative capacityRC

final
i . Note that most

of the deviation, i.e., the large temporal variability of bed sediment thickness greater than estimated from the Poisson
distribution f̂ hs;i;t

� �
, occurs for links at capacity (RCfinal

i = 1). (d) dCOVi versus the term ℓi(Biℓi + Bu1ℓu1 + Bu2ℓu2) that
determines the strength of the feedback between the volume of sediment in storage (placed within link i and two
upstream links) and the resulting slope. Only those values from the single link, in-channel storage model where RCfinal

i
> 0.995 are shown. (e) Classification of temporal variability of bed sediment thickness as follows: Generator—links for which
both models showed variability greater than Poisson (i.e., links with dCOVi> 0.2); Propagator—links for which the network
model showed variability greater than Poisson but not so for the single-link model; Unrealized—links for which the single-
link model showed variability greater than Poisson but not so for the network model; or Poisson—links for which both
models showed Poisson variability (i.e., links with dCOVi < 0.2). Location and extent of Figure 10h is shown by a gray box.
See text for definition of symbols.
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distribution f(hs,i,t) of bed sediment thickness shown in Figure 7d (also shown in Figure 10a) arose due to the
creation, alteration, and propagation of the structure of the sediment supplied from upstream. Just upstream
of this link, we observed similar periodicity in bed sediment thickness but with a bimodal distribution
(Figure 10b) and also the other directly upstream link had variability consistent with the Poisson
distribution (classified as Poisson; see Figure 10h). The amalgamation and reprocessing of the bed material
flux from these two upstream links gave rise to the trimodal distribution within the link shown in Figure 10a.

Even though only bed sediment thickness is shown in Figure 10, the difference between the flux in and flux
out can be seen from the change in bed sediment thickness through time and, thus, when the flux from one
link arrives in the directly downstream link. We generally observed that when the bed sediment thickness in a
given link was at a local maximum, the bed sediment thickness in the directly downstream link was at a local
minimum. This shows that when a link began to evacuate sediment, the downstream link began to accumu-
late that sediment (akin to sediment pulse movement described in Gran and Czuba [2017]). It is important to
remember that the arrival of sediment to any one link was dictated by the supply from two directly upstream
links and internal generation. Thus, the structure of the bed sediment thickness in one link did not necessarily
directly translate into the structure of the bed sediment thickness in a directly downstream link. Although
throughout many of the links shown in Figure 10, we observed that the underlying structure of the bed sedi-
ment thickness (e.g., periodicity) was largely translated downstream. This structure became altered progres-
sing downstream depending on the relative magnitude of additional sediment supplied to the link (e.g.,
see Figures 10e–10g).

Another ubiquitous characteristic of bed sediment thickness, under transport-limited conditions or for
affected links downstream, is periodicity. We quantified the dominant period T [T], for links with a
dCOVi > 0.2 (see Figure 8b), as the time period corresponding to the peak of the Fourier transform of
simulated bed sediment thickness between 200 and 600 years and show this spatially for the single link,

Figure 9. Links where the bed never builds up sufficiently and thus is constrained by the initial bed elevation have an
asymmetric bed sediment thickness about the mean. The (a) bed sediment thickness and (b) channel slope under the
same conditions as shown in Figure 7f; note the asymmetric distribution about the mean. The extent of the time series is
shown from 300 to 400 years, but the probability distribution function f(hs,i,t) of the bed sediment thickness (shown at the
right) is computed from 200 to 600 years. The (c) bed sediment thickness and (d) channel slope for the same link but
with half the initial slope, which allows the bed to build up sufficiently so fluctuations in bed elevation are not constrained
by the initial bed elevation; note the symmetric distribution about the mean.
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in-channel storage model and the network, in-channel storage model (Figures 11a and 11b, respectively). We
observed that the dominant period generally decreased downstream (Figure 11a) and decreased as the
volumetric rate of sediment supply Vpλi increased (Figure 11c). Even though we focus on the dominant
period, it is important to note that multiple frequencies can be important. For instance, for the three time
series shown in Figures 10e–10g, we computed their power spectra in Figure 11d. The two upstream links
had dominant periods of 5 years, but the downstream link had a dominant period of 3 years. The period of
5 years was also present in the downstream link but due to the propagation, alteration, and amalgamation
of the sediment inputs from upstream and generated internally, the period of 3 years arose and
dominated this multiscale time series of bed sediment thickness.

5. Discussion
5.1. Key Insights

Heavy-tailed distributions of bed sediment thickness have been simulated in other network-based, bed
material transport models with an in-channel storage component [Benda and Dunne, 1997a]. Knowing, or
at least having a constraint on, the pdf of bed sediment thickness provides context for bed elevation fluctua-
tions in response to sediment supply on whether the current bed elevation is part of expected fluctuations or

Figure 10. Propagation of the temporal structure of bed sediment thickness along the river network. (a–g) Time series of bed sediment thickness from 350 to
400 years. (h) The location of each time series. The trimodal distribution shown in Figure 7d is shown here in Figure 10a. The dominant period T of the bed
sediment thickness time series is also indicated. See details on the link classification for Figure 10h in the text or in the caption of Figure 8.
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cause for greater concern as a response to natural or human forcing. Large-scale fluctuations in bed elevation
can affect infrastructure by undermining bridge piers, uncovering buried pipelines, or increasing flood risk.

The emergence of heavy tails in the pdf and periodicity in the time series of bed sediment thickness arose
due to in-channel sediment storage and associated transport time delay. Whenever a reach approached
at-capacity transport, then the in-channel storage dynamic became activated. It was for these reaches where
we observed the largest fluctuations in bed sediment thickness compared to that estimated from a Poisson
distribution (Figure 8c). The magnitude of these fluctuations depended upon the strength of the feedback
between the volume of sediment placed in storage and the resulting bed slope (Figure 8d). Furthermore,
the time series of bed sediment thickness for these reaches was periodic, with the dominant period decreas-
ing downstream and with increasing volumetric supply rate of sediment. The volumetric supply rate

Figure 11. Periodicity of simulated bed sediment thickness arising from the buildup and release of sediment in storage. Spatial distribution of the dominant period T
of simulated bed sediment thickness from the network, (a) in-channel storage model and the (b) single link, in-channel storage model. Only links with a dCOVi> 0.2
(see Figure 8b) are shown. (c) The dominant period T decreases for increasing volumetric rate of sediment supply Vpλi. (d) The dominant period T was defined as the
time period corresponding to the peak of the Fourier transform of simulated bed sediment thickness between 200 and 600 years (shown for the time series in
Figures 10e–10g), although multiple frequencies can be important. Power spectra are arbitrarily vertically offset to make each spectrum visible.
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essentially sets how long it took to build up a given amount of sediment and thus how long it took to adjust
the bed slope to a given level before evacuating the storage layer.

The most important aspect of this work is not in predicting the exact characteristics of the bed sediment
thickness (e.g., mean, variance, pdf, and periodicity) but in illuminating some key insights on bed material
sediment transport in river networks. Under supply-limited conditions, bed elevations may fluctuate in a
predictable way according to the characteristics of the sediment supply (i.e., herein, we have related the
pdf of bed sediment thickness directly to the characteristics of the sediment supply in equation (12)). We also
see this effect in the model of Benda and Dunne [1997a] which showed first-order channels with bed sedi-
ment thickness (or sediment depth in their work) that closely varied with the supply from landslides and deb-
ris flows (with a periodic buildup and release; see their Figure 4). Progressing downstream the magnitude of
the fluctuations in bed elevation relative to a mean bed elevation (or COVi; see Figure 8a) decrease because
the sediment supply entering from an increasing number of tributaries leads to a more constant supply that
is less sensitive to an input from an individual sediment-generating feature. This is essentially what is shown
by Benda and Dunne [1997a] when looking at the distributions of bed sediment thickness in their Figure 5,
and we have shown herein how this effect arises analytically. One caveat is that bed forms are ignored.
Also, we see that a small change in channel slope (as the only morphodynamic degree of freedom in our
model) allows for equilibrium transport akin to the assertion of Ferguson et al. [2015] that any increase in sedi-
ment supply is offset by an increase in transport capacity by changes in channel slope, morphology, or bed
characteristics. Specifically, Ferguson et al. [2015] found that a small change in gravel texture was capable of
sufficiently adjusting transport capacity to pass an increased sediment supply.

The emergence of periodicity in the time series of bed sediment thickness illustrates that there are factors
inherent in the sediment-transport process (herein in-channel storage, but also in reality grain sorting and
mixing and grain-size selective transport) [see Parker, 2008, and references therein] that can alter the struc-
ture of the arriving sediment supply before translating that sediment downstream. This means that there
can be places within river networks, in the context of bed material sediment, that have the potential to shred
signals in sediment supply [Jerolmack and Paola, 2010; Van De Wiel and Coulthard, 2010] and lead to the dis-
persion of sediment pulses [Gran and Czuba, 2017]. We were able to illustrate this effect in a transparent way
with our relatively simple model. Perhapsmore importantly, there can be a small fraction of reaches with rela-
tively low-transport capacity within a nonequilibrium river network acting as bottlenecks that control or
meter out sediment to downstream reaches. We have shown this in reaches at transport capacity (Figure 6)
which alter the structure of bed sediment thickness, through the in-channel storage process, both locally
(as generators in Figure 8) and downstream (giving rise to propagators in Figure 8) with large fluctuations
and periodicity (Figure 11). In these cases, fluctuations in bed elevation can dissociate from signals in sedi-
ment supply. Therefore, downstream of these bottlenecks temporal variability in sediment supply cannot
be inferred from the temporal variability of bed elevations. It remains to be further studied whether in
graded, equilibrium river networks, signals in sediment supply can more effectively propagate downstream.

5.2. Model Limitations and Directions for Future Work

Fluctuations in bed elevation are inherent in the multiscale nature of sediment transport [e.g., Singh et al.,
2010, 2012], and at large scales, these fluctuations can indicate the movement of sediment pulses [see
Lisle, 2008; James, 2010; Gran and Czuba, 2017, and references therein]. However, the regularity of the fluctua-
tions in the time series of bed sediment thickness (i.e., periodicity) that arose from our present simulations is
not something one should expect to see in the field. There were two major aspects of the model formulation
that likely contributed to this regularity whereupon altering these aspects should give rise to seemingly more
realistic fluctuations. The first aspect was the continuous long-term, probabilistic-average transport of sedi-
ment (i.e., specifying flow at a constant bankfull discharge with an associated intermittency factor) that
averaged over the intermittent short periods with intense transport and long periods with low transport.
Thus, even the “instantaneous” bed sediment thicknesses determined from the model inherently
represented an average value. The second aspect was that sediment was supplied to the network randomly
(each input delivered at a time independent from any others) following an exponential interarrival time
distribution with a mean recurrence of 1 year. In reality, large amounts of sediment can be supplied across
a region over a short duration due to heavy rainfall and high streamflows (violating the assumption of
independent inputs) such that large magnitude inputs recur at a timescale much longer than 1 year (and
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capturing the large-magnitude, low-frequency events may be an important supplier/driver of realistic bed
material dynamics) [e.g., Benda and Dunne, 1997a, 1997b; Istanbulluoglu et al., 2004]. The present model
averages over these potentially important factors of interannual variability that would likely give rise to amul-
tiscale response in bed sediment thickness as pulses of sediment of various sizes transport and disperse
throughout the network.

Supply-limited reaches underlain by bedrock or armored by a coarse lag would be expected to have an asym-
metric temporal distribution of bed sediment thickness where a large fraction of time is spent with exposed
bedrock or an armor layer. We see this in Figure 9 where a veneer of sediment (bed sediment thickness just
less than 0.1 m when the slope returns to its initial profile) was moving over a nonerodible substrate (artifi-
cially imposed in the model) giving rise to the asymmetric distribution of bed sediment thickness. We also
see this effect in simulations of Benda and Dunne [1997a] where first-order bedrock reaches spend a large
fraction of time exposed until they are covered by sediment from simulated landslides and debris flows. In
our simulations, we fixed the initial bed elevation and did not allow supply-limited conditions to incise the
bed. However, a veneer of mobile alluvium over a nonerodible substrate may not be typical for most sand
bed rivers and an investigation of incisional dynamics is warranted to understand how it might influence
model behavior at network scales beyond our current findings.

We can speculate how incisional dynamics might influence our overall results and interpretation of network

dynamics. In reaches where RCfinal
i << 1 (Figure 6c), the slope was much steeper than required to pass the

supply. These reaches would compensate by incising into their bed (unless underlain by bedrock or armored
by a coarse lag and assuming incision would be the dominant mode of adjustment), lowering their slopes,
and eventually attaining a slope sufficient to just pass the supply. Once this occurs, these reaches would also
be near capacity and in our simulations would initiate in-channel storage dynamics and generate large fluc-
tuations and periodicities in the time series of bed sediment thickness characteristic of this model formula-
tion. If incisional dynamics were incorporated in the model, then it is likely that over a long enough time,
sediment bottlenecks would disappear as the river network grades to an equilibrium state where every reach
is at transport capacity and capable of passing the supply. This means that sediment bottlenecks are a char-
acteristic of nonequilibrium river networks. Clearly, model simulations suggest that the Greater Blue Earth
River Basin is still adjusting from Holocene glaciation.

Network-scale, bed material sediment routing models, such as the present model, are exceedingly difficult to
verify against field measurements. Any measurements of bed sediment thickness will represent the value at
an instant in time and not a true average over at least tens of years as would be consistent with our present
model. In the field, the instantaneous bed sediment thickness would need to be averaged over a reach and
the lower boundary (coarse lag deposits or bedrock) would need to be easily identified. The bed sediment
thickness as defined in the model was somewhat arbitrarily set as the depth above an initial profile that is
not necessarily at the level of a coarse lag or bedrock. More importantly, we recognize that channels may
adjust transport capacity in more ways than we have represented in the model, specifically as adjustments
in channel planform, geometry, and roughness. This makes the comparison difficult and explains why
Wilkinson et al. [2006] compared their results to a simple mapping of the percentage of the bed covered
by bed material. They essentially used a balance between supply rate to transport capacity to estimate an
average bed sediment thickness (akin to our equation (13)). In their system, where bedrock exposure was
common, they were able to correctly predict the presence or absence of bed material accumulation in
71% of mapped links. This provides us with some confidence that a balance between supply rate and trans-
port capacity at the river-network scale can provide reasonable estimates of sediment accumulation even
though we do not provide a validation of our own estimates. The model results are useful, nevertheless as
indicators of locations in the channel network where channel adjustment (via slope or otherwise) is needed,
possibly on a temporally varying basis, to transport the amount and type of sediment supplied by the
available flow.

Even with confidence in the inputs and in the reach-scale transport dynamics, given the long timescales and
large spatial scales of the model, it is very difficult to objectively test this type of model. One avenue for
comparison is through residence-time distributions of sediment in a reach from simulations versus observa-
tions. Residence-time distributions are another emergent property that provide a common linkage from
reach-scale dynamics to watershed-scale behavior and have received much attention in recent literature
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[e.g., Rinaldo et al., 2015]. While not shown here, the residence-time distribution of bedmaterial sediment in a
link ranges from the travel time of sediment in a link ts,i,t to roughly the dominant period T in a link (as this sets
the timescale whenmost sediment capable of being evacuated, would be evacuated from the in-channel sto-
rage reservoir). Perhaps in time, a detailed quantification of residence-time distributions from the field and
numerical simulations that are then related to hydrogeomorphic properties will allow for suitable validation
and ultimately lead to better parameterizations of reach-scale dynamics for incorporating into this or similar
modeling framework. For now, we have focused on describing how this particular model formulation gives
rise to the simulated behavior and also on isolating the role of the channel network on bed material
dynamics. Different storage formulations may give rise to different emergent behavior, and as the use of
network-based models become more widespread, it will be important to understand the connection
between the specific formulation (including specification of inputs and mechanics of storage) and
simulated behavior.

One major limitation of the present model is not accounting for channel-floodplain interactions that are
important for accurately quantifying how sediment moves through a watershed. Thus, a logical next step
is to implement a mechanism for sediment storage and release from floodplains. Developing a probabilistic
approach to floodplain exchange is fairly straightforward given the channel migration rate and the sediment
load for a given reach [e.g., Malmon et al., 2003; Lauer and Willenbring, 2010; Viparelli et al., 2013; Lauer et al.,
2016]. The residence time of sediment in the floodplain is a key constraint for simulating channel-floodplain
exchange. An understanding of floodplain residence time is beginning to emerge from an analysis of river-
migration models [Bradley and Tucker, 2013] and from work that first measures the relevant fluxes and
exchanges and then develops the mathematical foundations around these measurements to understand
sediment delivery timescales [Pizzuto, 2012; Pizzuto et al., 2014]. But the component that is needed for
network-scale models is a generalized understanding of the controls on floodplain residence time from
floodplain, channel, sedimentologic, and hydrologic characteristics.

6. Summary

We have developed a network-based, bed material sediment routing model that combines spatially explicit
sediment sourcing with in-channel transport and storage dynamics on a river network. Themodel was able to
compute spatiotemporal changes in bed sediment thickness along an entire river network, elucidating how
river networks organize and process sediment supply. We applied our model to sand transport in the agricul-
tural Greater Blue Earth River Basin in Minnesota. The arrival of sediment to links of the network was cast as a
Poisson process, and the model was used to simulate transport and storage dynamics over a 600 year time
period. Properties of the Poisson arrival process allowed us to derive analytically (under supply-limited
conditions) the time-averaged probability distribution function (pdf) of bed sediment thickness for each link
of the river network for any spatial distribution of inputs. Under transport-limited conditions, the assumptions
of the Poisson arrival process were violated due to in-channel storage dynamics that precluded an analytical
derivation of the pdf of bed sediment thickness. Instead, we were able to (1) compute semianalytically the
time-averaged bed sediment thickness and (2) provide a lower limit on the temporal variability of bed
sediment thickness. This was accomplished by computing iteratively the bed slope adjustment required to
pass the sediment supply, converting it to bed sediment thickness and then adding this to the analytically
derived bed sediment thickness under supply-limited conditions.

The in-channel storage process was shown to alter the dynamic structure of the downstream sediment sup-
ply giving rise to large fluctuations and periodicity in the time series of bed sediment thickness. Large fluctua-
tions in bed sediment thickness arose from reaches transporting at capacity and the magnitude of those
fluctuations depended upon the strength of the feedback between the volume of sediment placed in storage
and the resulting bed slope. Additionally, periodicities in bed sediment thickness arose in these reaches, with
the dominant period decreasing downstream and with increasing volumetric supply rate of sediment. The
volumetric supply rate essentially sets how long it took to build up a given amount of sediment and thus
how long it took to adjust the slope to a given level before evacuating the storage layer.

Using the developedmodel, we were able to extract some key insights on bedmaterial sediment transport in
river networks. Under supply-limited conditions, bed elevations fluctuated in a predictable way according to
the characteristics of the sediment supply. Progressing downstream, increased convergence of tributaries
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rendered the sediment supply less sensitive to individual sediment-generating features and thus reduced the
variability of bed elevation fluctuations, ignoring bed forms which were not included in this model. Also, it
was shown that a small fraction of reaches with relatively low transport capacity within a nonequilibrium river
network can emerge, acting as bottlenecks that control or meter out sediment to downstream reaches. In
these cases, fluctuations in bed elevation can dissociate from signals in sediment supply. Therefore, down-
stream of these bottlenecks temporal variability in sediment supply cannot be inferred from the temporal
variability of bed elevations. As a river network grades to an equilibrium state, the influence of sediment
bottlenecks would likely disappear and it remains to be further studied how bed sediment dynamics of
the whole system would reorganize in response.

Appendix A: Selecting a Characteristic Vertical Length Scale for Sand Transport

The characteristic vertical length scale for sand transport (θiHi) is set by θi which defines a fraction of the flow
depth below which the majority of sand transport takes place. The majority can be defined quantitatively as
capturing a certain percentage of the total sand load, which can be calculated as the product of the vertical
distributions of suspended sediment and velocity. This analysis is specific to a single link i and for simplicity
the index i has been dropped.

The Rouse-Vanoni-Ippen suspended-sediment distribution [Garcia, 2008] is given by

c
cb

¼ H� zð Þ=z
H� bð Þ=b


 �ZR

; (A1)

where c [ML3] is the suspended-sediment concentration averaged over turbulence at a distance z above the
bed, cb [ML3] is the near-bed suspended-sediment concentration averaged over turbulence, H [L] is the flow
depth, z [L] is the distance above the bed, b [L] is the near-bed distance above the bed, and ZR is the dimen-
sionless Rouse number given as

ZR ¼ νs
κu�

; (A2)

where vs [LT
�1] is the sediment fall velocity, κ = 0.41 is the von Karman’s constant, and u* [LT�1] is the shear

velocity. Sediment fall velocity was computed from the empirical relation of Dietrich [1982] as

Rf ¼ exp �b1 þ b2 ln Rep
� �� b3 ln Rep

� �� �2 � b4 ln Rep
� �� �3 þ b5 ln Rep

� �� �4n o
; (A3)

where Rf is a dimensionless fall velocity

Rf ¼ νsffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gRD

p ; (A4)

g = 9.81 m s�2 [LT2] is the acceleration due to gravity, R = 1.65 is the submerged specific gravity of sediment,
D [L] is the sediment grain size, Rep is a dimensionless particle Reynolds number

Rep ¼ νsD
ν

; (A5)

v = 1 × 10�6 m2 s�1 [L2T] is the kinematic viscosity of water, and the coefficients are given as b1 = 2.891394,
b2 = 0.95296, b3 = 0.056835, b4 = 0.002892, and b5 = 0.000245 (as presented by Garcia [2008]). The shear velo-
city was calculated via the depth-slope product for the bed shear stress as

u� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gHS

p
; (A6)

where S is the channel slope. For convenience, equation (A1) can be rearranged as

c
cb

¼
1

z=H � 1
� �

1
b=H � 1
� �
24 35ZR

; (A7)

which relates the relative concentration c=cb to the relative depth z/H where b/H = 0.05 [Vanoni, 1975].
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The velocity distribution according to Keulegan [1938] is given by

u
u�

¼ 1
κ
ln 30

z
ks

� 
; (A8)

where u [LT�1] is the time-averaged flow velocity at a distance z above the bed and ks= 2D [L] is an effective
roughness height [Garcia, 2008]. Rearranging, we can write equation (A8) as

u
u�

¼ 1
κ
ln 30

z=Hð Þ
ks=Hð Þ


 �
; (A9)

which relates the relative velocity u/u* to the relative depth z/H.

In multiplying equation (A7) by equation (A9), we can compute a vertical distribution of the relative
suspended-sediment load and take the cumulative sum of this distribution from the bed. Then θi can be com-
puted directly from the cumulative distribution of relative suspended-sediment load (normalized so the max-
imum of the cumulative distribution is equal to one) as the vertical location which captures a certain
percentage of the suspended-sediment load. Note that only the relative distributions are necessary and
not the actual distributions because we only need to know, in a relative sense, how much sediment is trans-
ported at various points throughout the water column.

For the study basin at the 2 year recurrence interval flow and where D = 0.4 mm, the value of θi = 0.1 captures
73% of the total sand load on average for all links of the network (standard deviation of 18%). Similarly, say we
wanted θi to capture 80% of the total sand load, then on average θi = 0.15 (standard deviation of 0.1), or for
90%, then on average θi = 0.23 (standard deviation of 0.14). Herein, we maintain θi = 0.1 for all links.

Appendix B: Iterative Procedure for Calculating the Time-Averaged Thickness of the
Storage Layer
Herein, we describe an iterative procedure for calculating h

stor
s;i by adjusting channel slope until every reach

was capable of transporting its supply. This procedure is only for calculating h
stor
s;i and is independent of

the model simulations which simulate hs,i,t and the buildup of sediment within in-channel storage directly.

First, we compute the relative capacity RCiter
i of a given link i to transport sediment, where iter denotes the

current iteration, by comparing the rate of sediment supply to the rate of sediment transport as

RCiter
i ¼ Vpλietiters;i

ℓi θiHið ÞBi ; (B1)

where etiters;i [T] is the travel time for a sand parcel to move through a given link i that is iterated upon, as
the “~” denotes an iterated value. The component of etiters;i via equation (1) that is iterated upon is the
slope eSiteri and for the first iteration eS1i is the initial slope Si,0. The links where RCiter

i > 1 will ultimately
aggrade, so this identifies the channels that must adjust their slopes to pass the supply. This means that
the volumetric transport rate of sand must adjust to balance the supply rate as

ℓi θiHið ÞBi
t�s;i

¼ Vpλi; (B2)

where t�s;i [T] is the travel time for a sand parcel to move through a given link when transport balances supply,
as the superscript “*” denotes a value computed when transport balances supply. The channel slope S�i that a
link must adjust to in order to pass the sediment supply is given by substituting equation (1) into
equation (B2) and rearranging as

S�i ¼
Vpλig1=2R2i Di

0:05Biu2w;iH
3=2
i

 !2=3

: (B3)

Thus whereverRCiter
i > 1, the elevationeηiteri [L] at the upstream end of the linkmust increase to achieve a slope

of S�i as

eηiterþ1
i ¼ eηiteri þ ℓi S�i � eSiteri

� �
; (B4)
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and for the first iteration eη1i is the initial bed elevation ηi,0. Once all of the elevations have been adjusted for
all links above transport capacity toeηiterþ1

i , then channel slope can be recomputed for the entire network via
equation (6) to eSiterþ1

i . An increase in slope in one link simultaneously decreases the slope in the directly
upstream links, and because the subsequent decrease in slope may put that link above transport capacity,
we have to iterate this procedure until RCfinal

i ≤1. It is important to note that for links that have adjusted their
slopes following this procedure, one must use the final iterated value for etfinals;i (via eSfinali ) for ts;i in order to
accurately compute f hacts;i;t

� �
via equation (12) and h

act
s;i via equation (13) in the context of in-channel storage.

In the formulation described herein, the same storage volume is reported both as bed elevation (for updating
slopes) and as bed sediment thickness (for conveniently reporting the volume of sediment in a link). When
this volume is reported as a bed elevation, we have conceptually placed that volume in three wedges (one
in link i and the other two in upstream links; Figure 2b), but when we report that same storage volume as
a bed sediment thickness, we have conceptually placed the entirety of that storage volume uniformly across
the bed of link i (Figure 2a). Through this iterative procedure we have calculated an adjusted bed elevation at

which all links are capable of transporting the supplyeηfinali that we now need to convert to the time-averaged

thickness of the storage layer h
stor
s;i as

h
stor
s;i ¼

eηfinali � ηi;0
� �

Biℓi þ Bu1ℓu1 þ Bu2ℓu2ð Þ
2Biℓi

: (B5)

Appendix C: Sand Inputs From Bluffs, Ravines, and Uplands

C1. Bluffs

Bluffs were defined in this basin by Belmont et al. [2011] as areas along active channels that had greater than
3 m of relief within a 9 m × 9 m moving window (Figure 4). Bluffs in the Greater Blue Earth River Basin are as
tall as 70 m and flank roughly 50% of the active-channel corridor within the knickzone. Bluffs separated from
the river channel by terraces were excluded from the sediment source inventory. Nearly 3500 individual
bluffs were mapped from 3m lidar data in the Greater Blue Earth River Basin. According to the sediment bud-
get [Gran et al., 2011; Belmont et al., 2011; Bevis, 2015], the mass erosion rate of sand from each bluff (Ms,b

[MT�1] in Mg yr�1, where the subscript b denotes a bluff) was calculated as

Ms;b ¼ ebAbf s;tillρtill; (C1)

where eb [LT�1] is the long-term, subbasin-averaged bluff erosion rate in m yr�1 (ranging from 0.05 to
0.25 m yr�1) determined through repeat aerial photo analysis of bluff crests between 1938 and 2005 or
2008 as described in Day et al. [2013b] and Bevis [2015], Ab [L

2] is the individual bluff surface area projected
onto a vertical plane in m2, fs , till is the fraction of sand in the till (0.35), and ρtill [ML�3] is the average bulk
density of the till (1.8 Mg m�3). Even though all bluffs are not composed of till, we treat them as such with
minimal error. The total mass erosion rate of sand from all bluffs in the Greater Blue Earth River Basin was
computed as 2.7 × 105 Mg yr�1 and was spatially distributed according to Figure 5a.

C2. Ravines

Ravines were defined in this basin by Belmont et al. [2011] as steep, ephemerally flowing channels that
connect the low-gradient uplands to deeply incised valleys (Figure 4). Ravines deliver most of their sedi-
ment load during high-magnitude precipitation events before crops are fully established in spring and early
summer and are often dry by late summer. Nearly 340 individual ravines were mapped from 3 m lidar data
in the Greater Blue Earth River Basin. Field monitoring of five ravines in the lower Le Sueur River Basin as
part of the sediment budgeting work by Belmont et al. [2011] was used to determine an average annual
ravine yield. According to the sediment budget [Gran et al., 2011; Belmont et al., 2011; Bevis, 2015], the mass
erosion rate of sand from each ravine (Ms , r [MT�1] in Mg yr�1, where the subscript r denotes a ravine) was
calculated as

Ms;r ¼ ArYrf s;till; (C2)

where Ar [L
2] is the incised area of an individual ravine in m2 and Yr [ML2 T�1] is the average annual ravine

yield (3.4 × 10�3 Mg m�2 yr�1) set as a constant for all ravines. Not all ravines incise through till but are
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treated as such with minimal error. The total mass erosion rate of sand from all ravines in the Greater Blue
Earth River Basin was computed as 2.4 × 104 Mg yr�1 and was spatially distributed according to Figure 5b.

C3. Uplands

Uplands contribute sediment primarily from agricultural fields. Each link has a corresponding upland area for
a total of 1360 upland areas. An analysis of total suspended solids data measured at two gages upstream of
the knickzone in the Le Sueur River Basin combined with sediment fingerprinting as part of the sediment
budgeting work by Belmont et al. [2011] was used to determine an average annual upland yield. According
to the sediment budget [Gran et al., 2011; Belmont et al., 2011; Bevis, 2015], the mass erosion rate of sand from
each upland area (Ms , u [MT�1] in Mg yr�1, where the subscript u denotes an upland) was calculated as

Ms;u ¼ aiYuf s;soil; (C3)

where ai is the upland area or incremental contributing area to link i in m2, Yu [ML2 T�1] is the annual upland
yield (2 × 10�5 Mg m�2 yr�1) set as a constant for all uplands, and fs , soil is the fraction of sand in the soil
(0.10 for glaciolacustrine deposits, 0.35 for glacial till, or 0.50 for glacial outwash and Holocene alluvium)
[STATSGO2, 2015] (see Figure 5c). The total mass erosion rate of sand from all uplands in the Greater Blue
Earth River Basin was computed as 5.7 × 104 Mg yr�1 and was spatially distributed according to Figure 5c.
Note that the extent of glaciolacustrine deposits reflects the approximate historical extent of glacial Lake
Minnesota.

Notation

ai directly contributing area of link i [L2];
Ab bluff surface area projected onto a vertical plane [L2];
Ai upstream drainage area of link i [L2];
Ar incised area of a ravine [L2];
b near-bed distance above the bed [L];

b1, b2, b3, b4, and b5 coefficients of the sediment fall velocity relation of Dietrich [1982] as presented by
Garcia [2008];

Bi channel width of link i [L];
c suspended-sediment concentration averaged over turbulence at a distance z above

the bed [ML3];
cb near-bed suspended-sediment concentration averaged over turbulence [ML3];

COVi coefficient of variation;
d index of the link directly downstream of link i;

dCOVi deviation of the COVi from that predicted for a Poisson distribution;
Di sediment grain size in link i [L];
eb long-term, subbasin-average bluff erosion rate [LT�1];

fs,soil fraction of sand in soil;
fs,till fraction of sand in till;

f(hs,i,t) probability distribution function of hs,i,t;
f̂ hs;i;t
� �

estimate of f(hs,i,t) assuming the in-channel storage process preserves the structure
of a Poisson arrival process;

f hacts;i;t

� �
probability distribution function of hacts;i;t ;

f k; λi ts;i
� �

Poisson distribution with index k and parameter λi ts;i ;
g acceleration due to gravity [LT�2];

hs;i time-averaged bed sediment thickness of link i [L];

h
act
s;i time-averaged bed sediment thickness of the active-transport layer of link i [L];

h
stor
s;i time-averaged bed sediment thickness of the storage layer of link i [L];

hs,i,t bed sediment thickness of link i at time t [L];

hacts;i;t bed sediment thickness of the active-transport layer of link i at time t [L];

hstors;i;t bed sediment thickness of the storage layer of link i at time t [L];
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Hi flow depth of link i [L];
Hs,i thickness of the active-transport layer at capacity of link i [L];

i link index;
iter index of the current iteration;
If,s intermittency factor for sand transport;
k index of Poisson distribution;
ks effective roughness height [L];
ℓi length of link i [L];

Ms,b mass erosion rate of sand from a bluff [MT�1];
Ms,r mass erosion rate of sand from a ravine [MT�1];
Ms,u mass erosion rate of sand from an upland area [MT�1];
ni total number of inputs of volume Vp upstream of link i but downstream of any lakes

directly connected to the network;
Ni number of parcels within link i for duration ts;i ;

Rep dimensionless particle Reynolds number;
Rf dimensionless fall velocity;
Ri submerged specific gravity of sediment in link i;

RCiter
i relative capacity of link i at iteration iter;eSiteri iterated channel slope of link i at iteration iter;

S�i channel slope of link i where sediment transport equals supply;
Si,t channel slope of link i at time t;
t time index;

ts;i time-averaged travel time of a sand parcel through link i [T];etiters;i iterated travel time of a sand parcel through link i at iteration iter [T];

t�s;i travel time of a sand parcel through link i when sediment transport equals supply [T];

ts,i,t travel time of a sand parcel through link i at time t [T];
T dominant period of hs,i,t [T];
u time-averaged flow velocity at a distance z above the bed [LT�1];

u1, u2 indices of directly upstream channel links;
u* shear velocity [LT�1];
uw,i streamflow velocity in link i [LT�1];
Vp parcel volume [L3];

Vs,i,t total volume of sand from all parcels in link i at time t [L3];

V stor
s;i;t total volume of sand in storage in link i at time t [L3];

Yr average annual ravine yield [ML2T�1];
Yu annual upland yield [ML2T�1];
z distance above the bed [L];
Zr dimensionless Rouse number;

αHA coefficient of the Hi ~ Ai scaling relation;
αuwA coefficient of the uw,i ~ Ai scaling relation;
βHA exponent of the Hi ~ Ai scaling relation;
βuwA exponent of the uw,i ~ Ai scaling relation;eηiteri iterated bed elevation at the upstream end of link i at iteration iter [L];

ηi,t bed elevation at the upstream end of link i at time t [L];
θi scale factor for determining the characteristic vertical length scale for sand

transport in link i;
κ von Karman’s constant;
λ rate parameter of the exponential interarrival time distribution [T�1];
λi rate of Poisson arrivals to link i [T�1];
v kinematic viscosity of water [L2 T];
vs sediment fall velocity [LT�1];
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ρs sediment density [ML�3];
ρtill average bulk density of till [ML�3];
σhs ;i standard deviation of hs,i,t [L];
ϕ porosity of bed material sediment;
χi volume of the active-transport layer at capacity of link i [L3].
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